
Scam of the Week™

Austin, TX, July 19, 2013

World Tour continues Sunday when Mercury is not in retrograde with 

the full moon on Monday which is nice.

Joke of the Week™ - A lawyer was sitting next to a blonde on an airplane. 

The lawyer was naturally bored, so he kept bugging the blonde to play a game of 

intelligence with him. 

The blonde was reluctant, so the lawyer offered her 10 to 1 odds. He told 

her that every time she could not answer his question, she would pay him $5.00, 

but every time he could not answer her question, he would pay her $50.00. The 

blonde thought for a few minutes and reluctantly accepted to play his game. . . . . 

visit The Reverend Tony™ for the Joke of the Week™.

Movie Review - Sharknado was lesser than Mega Python vs Gatoroid 

aka Tiffany vs Debbie Gibson featuring a song from Mickey Dolenz because 

not only do Ian Ziering AND Tara Reid survive but a sequel has the green light. 

Scam of the Week™ - The Sumer X Games are coming to The ATX 

specifically Circuit of the Americas (COTA) from May 15-18, 2014 which is spring 

because actual summer in The ATX is too hot.

Fútbol - CONCACAF is into knock outs beginning tomorrow with Panama 

vs Cuba followed by Mexico vs Trinidad and Tobago both inside from the 

Georgia Dome. US plays El Salvador then Honduras vs Costa Rica, both 

outside from M & T Bank Stadium. 
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Formula Une finds Bernie Ecclestone indicted for bribery because he 

paid €44M to Gerhard Gribkowsky of Bayern Landesbank to not report to the 

British tax authority the €70M commission paid to Bernie on the sale Bayern 

Landesbankʼs 47% of Formula Une to CVC Capital which Bernie now heads up. 

Bernie claims the payment to Gribkowsky was a rebate not a bribe which surely 

clears things up.

Password tonight is Where The Pyramid Meets The Eye.  Peace, love 

and margaritas, I remain The Reverend Tony™. 

Polyticks - The Reverend Tony™ will hold open auditions for the roles of 

hero and heroine in his super-secret preproduction of Mega Muckraker vs 

Politoroid. From 4pm at Mattʼs El Rancho. Two drink minimum.

Light, sweet crude settled at $108.04 up $3.13 as natural gas is up to 

$3.812. The €uro is steady freddie at $1.3103. 

2 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 78 for the year. 
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